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	The Warrior Code: 11 Principles to Unleash the Badass Inside of You, 9781250156723 (1250156726), St Martin Press, 2019

	
		From American Grit co-star, former Marine Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible comes the story of how she became a warrior...and how you can do it, too.

	
		In The Warrior Code, entrepreneur, philanthropist, reality star, and retired Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible serves up eleven principles to awaken your inner badass and thrive in the face of adversity.

	
		After surviving the death of her father, enduring foster care, and being expelled from school, Tee joined military reform school, where she began uncovering her inner warrior. As part of one of the first female classes of recruits to complete the Marine Corps Crucible and the Marine Combat Training, and as the only woman to deploy with her unit to Iraq in 2003, Tee tested her mettle and learned the key to becoming an unbreakable woman.

	
		With insightful honesty and wisdom, and set against the backdrop of Tee’s life, The Warrior Code will help you understand that things can beat us back from realizing our true potential...but the key is finding the way to realize one’s own innate strength.
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BackTrack 5 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 80 recipes to execute many of the best known and little known penetration testing aspects of BackTrack 5

	
		Learn to perform penetration tests with BackTrack 5
	
		Nearly 100 recipes designed to teach penetration testing principles and build knowledge of BackTrack 5 Tools
	
		Provides detailed...



		

Special Edition Using FileMaker 8Que, 2006
If you're looking for the inside scoop on the latest version of FileMaker, you've come to the right place. Authors Scott Love and Steve Lane are FileMaker experts who were involved in the development of FileMaker 8, and they bring that knowledge to you in ...

		

Python in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
In the tradition of O'Reilly's "In a Nutshell" series, Python in a Nutshell offers Python programmers one place to look when they need help remembering or deciphering the syntax of this open source language and its many modules.  This comprehensive reference guide makes it easy to look up all the most...




	

Apache Tomcat 7 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will help you resolve these issues and boost your confidence in handling Apache Tomcat 7 administration using the tips, tricks, and best practices used by various industry experts to maintain their middleware infrastructure. The best thing that the author did while designing the content is a practical solution, with a detailed...

		

SPARK: A Parallelizing Approach to the High-Level Synthesis of Digital CircuitsSpringer, 2004
Rapid advances in microelectronic integration and the advent of Systems-on-Chip have fueled the need for high-level synthesis, i.e., an automated approach to the synthesis of hardware from behavioral descriptions. 

SPARK: A Parallelizing Approach to the High - Level Synthesis of Digital Circuits presents a novel approach...

		

A Programmer's Guide to ADO .NET in C#Apress, 2002
This is the book on ADO.NET. ADO.NET is the latest database technology from
Microsoft and represents the most powerful way to manipulate a database to date. A
Programmer's Guide to ADO.NET in C# begins by taking readers through an overview of
C# and then delves into ADO.NET. Author Mahesh Chand provides details on each of
the...
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